Maths

Literacy

This term we will continue to reinforce the
concept of place value and practicing counting in
2s, 5s and 10s. We will also be adding and
subtracting, sharing and grouping, counting,
recognising, ordering and writing numbers
beyond 10 and 20. The children will be learning
about capacity and measurement.

We will continue to learn and revise
phonics in groups appropriate to their
current levels of achievement, working
between Sets 2-3. There are writing
challenges throughout the environment.
This term we will be focusing on writing
reports on visits from emergency services,
a recount of our school trip and writing in
a comic book style.

Religious Education
This term our Christian Value is ‘Respect’. We
will be talking about what the word means
and how you can show it. We will also be
sharing special stories from the Bible and
those that are special to ourselves.

Year R

Personal, Social, Emotional Development
This term we focus on ‘Changing Me’. We will be
thinking about our own bodies, the different parts on
the inside and outside, and how can we stay healthy.
We will explore the changes in our bodies in response
to exercise and starting to think about the future and
the transition to Y1.

Expressive Art and Design
There continues to be opportunities for the
children to engage in creative activities
through ‘Junk Modelling’, painting and
drawing. We will be encouraging the children
to use colours for a particular purpose to
make their creations more realistic.

Communication &
Language
We will continue to
encourage good listening
skills through games and
activities. Children will
engage in role play in
literacy lessons and in
their free play. There will
be many opportunities
for discussions. We will
continue to read a
‘chapter book’ in class.

Understanding the World
This term we are back at Forest
School from week 2. We will be
observing the changes that have
happened in the environment since
the Winter under the tree canopy
and in the pond. What creatures will
the children find to study and care
for? We will also learn about the
different branches of the emergency
services through trips and visits.

Physical Development
The children are now working towards our Sports Day during these
sessions. We will be practicing sprinting within a lane, relay running with a
baton, the sack race and throwing with a rocket ball.

